Mobilization of small DNAPL pools formed by capillary entrapment.
We performed an experimental study to quantify the critical conditions for the mobilization of small pools of dense nonaqueous phase liquids (DNAPLs) that may form at capillary-heterogeneity boundaries. A series of experiments were conducted in columns packed with uniform sands arranged to create capillary heterogeneities. DNAPL pools readily formed in these packings and were more easily mobilized than trapped DNAPL ganglia. A model was developed to describe the critical conditions for DNAPL pool mobilization. Pool mobilization was expected when a dimensionless pool trapping number N(T)p> 1 while mobilization was observed in our experiments when N(T)p>0.76+/-0.16 (+/- 95% confidence interval). The difference between the model prediction and the experimental observations was attributed to experimental error. Using this model for DNAPL pool mobilization, a simple numerical experiment was conducted to illustrate use of the model and to explore the effect of scale on the critical conditions for pool mobilization. With an increase in system scale flow bypassing around the DNAPL pool increased and the system-averaged conditions for the onset of mobilization changed: a greater system-average Darcy flux or lower interfacial tensions were required for DNAPL pool mobilization. This result illustrates the importance of system scale on mobilization of DNAPL pools in systems with capillary heterogeneities.